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1. . This papC{ seekSto assess the role of trad.e refonn in Th{F~supported programs in
Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), by reviewing multiyear arrangements With SSA Countries in the
1990s, The paper also provides an anaIytica1.framework for trade liberalization and introduces
an index which classifies the relative aggregate restrictiveness oftrade regimes. The review of
SSA cOmities assesses the initial degree ofrestrictiveness ofeach country's trade regime. the
targeted trade liberalization objeCtives in each program, and the degree oftrade restrictiveness
at the end of the program. The trade liberalization efforts in SSA countries are compared with
those ofother regions which had'IMF-supportedmedium-term programs over the same
period. The study a1$0 discusses the mainfactors affecting trade policytargets, including in

. particular the impact of fiscal considerations. .. ...

2. The study finds that the majorityofSSA countries reviewed had relatively restrictive
trade regimes at the outset oftheir programs, thus there was a clear need for trade
liberalization. Over 70 percent of programswith SSA countries reviewed targeted a
quantifiable reduction in restrictiveness, as measured by the index ofaggregate trade
restrictivenessused in the study. The remaining 30 percent ofcountries, however, did not
target changes in trade restrictiveness sufficient to change their index classification, despite the
fact that some of the countries started out with highly restrictive trade regimes, Programs
generally achieved their targeted trade reform objectives, thus contributing to a marked
movement towards less restrictive regimes. The strength ofconditionality was related to the
imponance ofthe measure for the program,and it appears to have facilitated implementation,
However, more liberalization should probably have been targeted in a significant numberof
programs, particularly in countries with initially restrictive regimes,

. ,.. .., i

3. The issueofambitiousness is discussed. Key factors that maybe relevant in
determining the appropriate pace of liberalization include the initial degree oftrade
restrictiveness, the country's administrative capacity, arid the short-term adjustment costs. The
experiences ofsome "good practice" countries in non·SSA which have achieved open trade
regimes within 7-10 years is also instructive. Although there were noclear-cut examples of
SSA countries that have implemented the samedegree of trade Iibera1ization on a Sustained
basis as these "good practice" cases,'some ssA countries are makingsignificant reformefforts
on an ongoing basis, and have experienceda marked improvement in their economic
performance. Two SUCh casesare illUstrated as addiiiohal comparators,

4. fiscal policy concerns were often cited as an important factor limiting the extent of
trade reform targeted. However, the review found no direct relationship between the strength
oftrade reform objectivesand achievements, and the countries' initial fiscal circumstances,
This is consistent with available information, albeit limited, which.indicates.that the design of
the successful trade reform programs was done in a wayto counter fiscal· or other concerns
raised at the outset. This included focusing initially on'the removal ofnontaOff barriers
(NTBs), with potentiallyrevenue-reducing fiiiiffref6rmleft to a later stage, and by
introducing'broadet-based taxes 'and targeting a'reduciion in exemptions.;·· . .
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5. The available information indicates that a significant factor for successful liberalization (
in the countries studied was the authorities' commitment to expeditious implementation of
trade reform and generally to the adoption ofliberal market-oriented policies, as well as the
authorities' owner,spill ~f~ IJrogram'. This manifested itselfin trade reform being viewed as a
key,~edium-lerm objective )I\'i~~preannounced targets, which was found to be important in
program inipl~men't~tiofl"" , .

6. . The paperjsorganizedas f~l1ows. Section II focuses briefly on providing an analytical
framework on the importance of'trade reform and its main elements. Section Illreviews trade
reform in IMF-supported programs in SSA Section IV discusses program ambiriousness
Section V describes factors influencing the implementation of trade reform, particularly fiscal
considerations, and Section VI sUininarizes the findings and concludes the paper. The index of
aggregate trade restrictiveness-noted above is described in paragraph 15 below, and in::~.
Methodological Annex. . ,

II. ANilLYTICAL FRAMEWORK AND ELEMENTS OF TRADE REFORM

The economic rationale for trade liberalization

1. The economic rationale for trade liberalization is based on improved efficiency of
resource allocation and enhanced growth prospects. An open trade regime expands trade and
investment options and allows countries to specialize in and export those products in which
they have a comparative advantage. Trade barrtcrs on imports result in higher prices and cause
inefficiency as consumers shift to' higher cost domestic substitutes or forgo consumption of
products they would otherwise prefer. Import barriers also give rise to an anti-export bias
through higher costs to exporters, the impact on the exchange rate which tends to be In0re
appreciated, and because import-competing industries tend to bid workers and capital away
from would-be exporters or other potentially more efflcien; economic activities,

8. As with other economic distortions, trade policy distortions shift an economy to a less
efficient mix of investment. production, and consumption. They create incentives to produce
and invest in goods for which the economy's rate of return is below the rate of return for the
individual enterprise-, These distortions depress real economic growth and their removal.
therefore enhances growth prospects.F'I'he empirical literature on trade and growth confirms
the theoretical ease for OPentrade policies, as do new developments in the theory ofeconomic
growth such as cndogenciu's growth theory. that, has 'highlighted dynamic gains from trade

2Indeed, i~ is even possible in a distorted trade.regime that new investment or increases in
other factor supplies can reduce national income-s-so-called immiserizing growth. See.
Bhagwatiand Sririivasan(l983) and Brecher and Diaz~Alejandro(1977) for further ,
elaboration.'·""
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llberalizatlon, These recent studies and findings providefurther credibilityand confirmation
.that trade openness tends to be associated'With higherrates ofeconomic growth."

9. .In gOOeral, the beneficial effectsoftrade reformare best realized in an appropriate
mac:roecoriomic environment supported by other structuralreform policies to .improve the
effiCiency ofresoufee·aIloClltion. In particular, there are strong and mutually supportinglinks
between trade reform, an appropriate levelfor the real e:icchange rate, and a liberalexchange
system, because exchange and trade restrictions oftenact as substitutes and the benefitsof
liberalizing one may not be fully realizedwithout liberalizing the other. In one direction, an
open trade regime is needed so that international pricesignals promote efficient resource
allocation for a country with an appropriatereal exchange rate and a liberal exchange regime.
In the other direction, an appropriate exchangerate and a liberal exchange regime arc needed

. .se that the tradable sector can exploit its comparative advantage and maintain the momentum
oftrade liheralization efforts and macroeconomic stabilization. In particular, ifthe exchange
rate is overvalued, then a real depreciationmaybe an important complement to trade
liberalization.•

Elements of trAde liberalization

10. The main goal of trade reform should be to improve economic efficiencyby creating a
transparent and neutral system of incentives that eliminates anti-export bias, direct
impediments to trade, and economicdistortions causedby the trade regime. This would
involve removing export barriers and quantitative restrictions (QRs) and other NTBs$ on
imports, reducing tariffdispersionthrough introducing low and relativelyuniform tariffs·
administered in a transparent and evenhanded manner, and establishing neutral treatment of
imports and domestic goods under domesticeconomic policies. Trade reform is often

] The general results and summaries ofthe literaturehavebeen included in World EcOnomic
Out/ook(JMF.1993), The East Asian Miracle (WorldBank, 1993), and InternatitmJu Trade
Policies: .The UruguayRotmd and Beyond (IMF, 1994). Recent studies and findings include
Barre and Salli~i-Martin, 1995; Sachs arid Warner, 1995; and Frankel, Romer, and Cyrus, .
1996.'· .",' . . '.:,',: .

• Exchange rate policies are linkedin important waysto trade policy but generally fall outside
the scope oftrade hbera1izalion, narrowlydefined, and henceare generally excluded frQm the
study, except where such restrictionsact as binding trade restrictions.

S NTBs here are defined as measures that restrict trade either by limiting quantities that may
be tradedor by inSerting administrative discretion in the ex:portIimport process thatacts as a
barrier to trade; Such NTBs include quantitativerestrictious, quotas, bans, restrictive licensing
requirements, restrictive foreign exchangepractices, slate trading monopolies, restrictive
technical and phytosanitary standards, and restrictive customs procedures.
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sequenced 80 that initial action on import barriers focuses on QRs and other NTBs, 6 which
tend to be the most distortionary trade restrictions. Measures to reform import tariffs include
reductions in the maximumand higher tariffs and in the number of tariff bands; conversion of
specific tariffs into ad valorem rates; consolidanon of other import taxes or charges into a
single rate; and reduction or elimination oftariff exemptions for individuals, organizations, or
groups. Trade reform may also include other measures to ensure equal treatment ofdomestic
and imported goods, and it implies an absence ofcontra/son domestic trade, such as price or

. marketing controls.

Trade reform, political econQmy and governance

11. Usually, the most important impediments to trade reform are political economy
factors.' In some cases, this may be a response to the adjustment costs and disruption
associated with any policy changes that lead to changes in resource allocation. In the case of
trade reform, the most concentrated group oflosers are usually readily identifiable producers
facing the loss of existing sources of income, while beneficiaries are widely dispersed among
consumers and potential exporters (hat may be difficult to identify. However, beyond
adjustment costs, the often highly focused economic impact oftrade policy makes it a
particularly attractive target of rent-seeking behavior and lobbying, in many cases. by small
well-organized groups, while the costs associated with restrictive trade policies are widely
dispersed throughout tile economy and are not transparent. These political economy factors,
together with the government's commitment to liberal market-oriented reforms, "ownership"
of the program, and garnering political support, are likely to be the most critical, factors in
effective trade reform. Other related factors that can constrain trade reform include lack of an
adequate social safety net. supply constraints for countries with undiversified.economies or
inadequate physical infrastructure, and concerns about the effects of trade reform-on
unemployment and the impact of openness on consumption patterns and income distribution.

12. Trade liberalization has important beneficial effects on the quality of governance.
Because of their highly disaggregatcd nature, trade policies are particularly suited to the
redirection of resources by the government to narrow interest groups, while those adversely
affected by trade policy are often affected indirectly and may not be aware of the effect.
Liberalization and simplifi~on can reduce this adverse impact and improve theability of.
those affected by the policy to detect and understand the impact ofthe remaining trade policy
instruments. Even beyond legal but inefficient and nontransparent rent-seeking, complex and
discretionary trade policy regimes create opportunities for' corruption, particularly in the case
of discretionary licensing and tariff exemptions.

60ften import quantitative restrictions are replaced by tariffs.

1 See, for example, Baldwin (1985), Bhagwati (1982), Krueger (1974, 1993), Leidy (1995),
Magee,Brock, and Young (1989), Rodrik (1995), and Williamson (1994). While critically.
important to the,design, pace, and implementation of reform, the political economy oftrade
liberalization is beyond the scope ofthis paper.
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13. The elimination ofdiscretionarylicensing and regulatory requirements and ad hoc tariff'
exemptions improves transparency arid the quality ofgovernance. Ai; these policies generate
privatewindfillls rather thangovemment revenue, their elimination reduces rent-seeking
activities on the part affirms. On the part ofthe government, a nondiscriminatory, and
therefore more predictable licensing and tariff exemptions system improves the qualityof
governance by reducing moontives for Corruption, and also economizes on scarce
administrative resources. Another elementof trade liberalization that has the added benefit of
improved governance is the adoption ofa relatively low and uniform tariff rate. In addition to
the gains from administrative simplicity and transparency, and the economic efficiency benefits
of reducingeffective protection leVelS,' a uniform tariff rate regime is also preferred on
politicaJeC<)nomy grounds. If a government can establish a credible commitment to a
reasonably low and uniformtariff, firms are less likely to lobby for increased tariff protection,
thereby sharplyreducing rent-seeking costs. .

m. REVIEW OF IMF-SUPPORTED PROGRAMS IN SUB-SAJfARAN AFRICAN COUNTRIES
ANDASSESSMENT OF OVER AU .. RESULTS

Selection of review countries

14, The review covers 14programs in 13 SSA countries supported by 16 arrangements
under the Extended Fund Facility (EFF), Structural Adjustment Facility (SAP) and Enhanced
Structural AdjustmentFacility (ESAF)9 which were initiated and concluded between
January 1990 and June 1996 (Table 1)10The review provides a snapshot of trade reform in
each program and does not consider directly trade reform prior to, or following, the programs
under review, This section is organized as follows: First, the methodology is described.
Second, an assessment is made of the restrictiveness ofSSA countries' trade regimes at the
start of the program, the targeted change in restrictivenessenvisaged, and the'overall
restrictiveness at the end ofthe program. Third, the ambitiousness of trade reform in these
programs is considered. Finally, factors that influenced implementation oftrade reform in the
programs are discussed.

8 A common feature ofmanytariff regimesis that lower tariff rates apply to imported inputs
and higher ones to final products. Tariffescalation, therefore, is a common cause for high'
levels 'ofeffectiveprotection in some industries, especially when local producers depend to a
large extent on imported inputs. '

H'he review was limited to multiyear arrangementsunder these facilities due to their focus on
medium-term structural adjustment policies, including wide reform. ,.

lOofwo arrangementswere approved for Burkina Faso: a SAP arrangement in 1991 and an
ESAF in 1993" Thepolicyptognu~ssupported bythese arrangements were distinctand
separate. Three arrangements were approved for Zimbabwe, but these arrangements were
supported by one policy program. - .
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Table1. Arrangements Included in the Review ofIMF-Supported
Programs in Sub-Saharan Africall. . .-

(Multiyear 8lrllllgemenlS approved sinceJanUlll)' I, 1990
and completed by June 30, 1996)

(

Bc:nia
Bwidna Faso .
Comoros
EqualOrial Guinea
Ethiopia
Lesotho
Mali
Maurila/lili
Mozambique
Sierra Leone 2/
Tanzania
Zambia 2/
ZiJnllabwe

Source: International Monctaly Fund.

EFF

1/24/92
9/\1/92

SAP

3/1319\
6n.119l

10/28192

ESAF

1/25/93
3/31/93

2/3193

5/22/91
8/28/92
1219/n
611190
413192

7/2919\
7/17192
9/11/92

Illnclud<:s Illultiyear-programs (at least two years) whichexpired at the latest by end-June 1996 TheESAF
arrangementswithBurundi and Rwanda,both of which began in 199\, are excluded.

21Rights AceUinu1ation Program (RAP).

Quantification of the overall trade poliey stance

15. Measurementof trade liberalization in the countries reviewed was based on the index
ofaggregate trade policy restrictiveness noted earlier. The index, which is described ill more
detail in the Annex, consists of a IO-point scale that combines measurements of the
restrictivenessoftariffs and NTBsH It measures the overall restrictiveness of a country's
trade system.relative to protection levels in all IMP membercountries. The restrictiveness of
the import tariff regime wasbased on the ave.:age unweighted.statutorytariffrate, classified
into five categories, from open to restrictive, .. based on the distribution oftariff rates Ofall IMP

lIChanges in tariffdispersion, maximum tariffs, exemptions, export taxes, and improvements
in customs administration were not explicitly incorporated into the overall indexdue to the
complexityof aggregating additional dimensions of trade policy and the difficulties of
obtaining comparable cross-country data on these variables. However, the inclusion of
average tariffs in the index implicitly milo captures, at leastto some extent, theseother
measures of restrtctiveness. ..
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member countries. NTBs were classified into three categoriesbased on coverage and
restrictiveness, including both import/export QRs, bans, restrictivelicensing, state trading
monopolies, restrictive foreign exchange practices which act as bindingtrade restrictions, and
other NIBs. 12 A rating of 1 on the indcx represents the most open trade regime, and 10the
most restrictive." The index gives relativelymote weight to NTBs since, as noted above, they
generally result in larger economic distortions and less transparent policy regimes thanhigh
tariff rates.

16. Aggregation ofdiffetent types oftrade restrictions is not without challenges. Ideally,
assessment ofthe overall restrictiveness ofthe trade regime should capture the distortions in
relative prices and resource allocation due to the trade regime. In practice, construction of
such measures requires very substantial amounts ofinformation and analysis. Previousstudies
have either: (i) presented tariff and NI'B measuresseparatelywithout attemptingto form an
overall index of restrictiveness; (ii) developed very simplebinary indicators ofopenness; or
(iii) conducted massive case studies to develop quantitativesummary measures such as
effective rates of protection and effective exchange rates for exports and imports.The index
used in this paper is based on an intermediate approach that goes further than the first two
categories toward providing comprehensive, objective measures of the overall stance of
countries' trade regimes, while avoiding the impractical resource costs and data requirements
of the third method.

Summary of results

17. The review found that at the outset of their IMf-supported programs, virtually all SSA
countries reviewed had restrictive trade regimes relative to the spectrum of Fund member
countries. Accordingly, most of the programs aimed for a significant reduction in .
restrictiveness over the period ofthe program. Most of'the SSA countries weresu~1 in
impleJnenting significant trade reform, and thus the countries, as a group, madesubstaiitial
progress toward more open trade regimes.Trade restrictiveness in the group of nfut~SSA
regions was less severe than in SSA at the outset oftheir programs, although this overall
picture conceals significant regional differences. As with SSA. most of these countries.
targeted a marked reduction in trade restrictiveness, and for the most part were successful in
achieving it. . .

IOZOther NTBs include safeguard actions, antidumping/countervailing duties, reference prices,
quality controls, and indicative export prices. .-

uIn principle, the index could understate the degree ofliberalization targeted in the most
restrictive trade regimes, when significant changes are introduced but are insufficient to move
the country-below the highly restrictive category. However, an examination ofthe data shows
this rarely occurred in the programs reviewed and did notaffect the results of the study.
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18. Prior to the beginning ofthe IMP-supported programs, most SSAcountries reviewed
had relatively restrictive trade regimes (Figure 1 and.Table 2). About 70 percentofthese
countries could be charactedzed as having had a relatively restrictive trade regime, classified
as 8-10 on the index:" Indeed more thanhalfofthe countries classified as restrictive, or some
40 percent ofthe total SSA sample, had a rating of 10 on.the index, indicating highly
restrictive trade regimes. The remaining 30 percent had moderately restrictive trade regimes;
none ofthe SSA countries reviewed was classified as having an open trade regime.
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19_ The above profile ofoverall trade restrictiveness reflected both high average tariffs and
extensive NTBs. For example, gout of the 14 programs with SSA countries had the highest
average tariffdassification and none of the remaining countries had average tariffs below the
middle classification of all Fund members (Table 3). Similarly, NTBs were widespread. and,
again. 8 ofthe programs reviewed were in the highest NTB categorization. However, in
contrast to tariffs, 2 of the countries were at the other end of the spectrum with virtually no
NTB restrictions (Table 4). In addition to the many cases ofquantitative restrictions on
imports and exports (in the forms ofquotas, bans, or restrictive licensing), state trading
monopolies, usually covering commodities described as vital to the national interest, played a
significant role in many SSA countries reviewed.

141t should he noted that analysis ofthe initial conditio~s ofthe trade system refers to the state
of the trade policy regime before implementation of any action related to the program
(including prior actions).

I'For purposes ofanalysis, countries with index cla,-$sificationsof8:-10 can be considered
restrictiv.e; classifications of5-7moderate; and classifications of 1-4 open.
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Table 2, Initial OverallRating andTargeted Changein Restrictiveness Rating 11 2/

Initial Targeted Final Targeted Actual
OveraU OveraU Overall Overall Overall
Rating Ralulg Rating Change Change

Sub-8ahara.. Afriea 8.4 6.2 6.5 -2.1 -1.9

Burkina Faso I (1991) 10 10 10 0 0

BlIl'kina Faso n (993) 10 7 7 -3 -3

Comoros (I 991) 10 8 8 -2 -2

Ethiopia (1992) 10 8 8 -2 -2

Maz.ambique(1990) 10 6 6 -4 -4

7.imbabwe(1992) 10 6 8 -4 -2

Mauritallia(1992) 9 9 9 0 o
TI1I1Z8I1ia (I 991) 9 5 5 -4 -4

Lesotho ( 1991 ) 8 8 8 0 0

Mali (1992) 8 5 5 -3 -3

Zambia (1992) 7 4 4 -) ·3

Benin (1993) 6 .1 6 3 0

Equatorial Guinea(1993) 5 3 3 -2 -2
Sierral..cone (1992) 5 5 4 0 ·1

Other Reg...... 31 7.4 5.7 5.8 -1.7 -1.6

Asia 7,0 48 4.8 -2.2 -2.2

EastemEurcpc:: 9.5 7.5 6.5 -2.0 ·3,0

Middle East 10.0 90 9.0 .1.0 -1.0

Western Hemisphere 6,0 4.c> 5.2 -1.4 -0,8

Source: IMFstaffestimate•.

1/1bc I11elhodology of combiningNTBcoverage lUIIi Average import tariffs into an overall index of trade
. i=lrietiveness is described in ilicMelbodologio&l Ann.".

21Each program's approvaldate is indicated in parenth.-.,
3fl'be Asiaregion consist3 ofBangladesh, Mongolia, Nepal,Philippines, and Sri Lanka. EaStml Europe consists

ofHiwgary md Poland.MiddleEast consists <>fEgypl andJordon, WesternHemisphere consists of Argentina,
Guyana, Jamaic.t, Panamaand Peru,
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Table 3. Initial TariffRating and Targeted Change inRestrictiveness Rating 1/

Initial Targeted Final Targeted Actual
Tariff Tariif Tariff Tariff Tariff

Rating Rating Rating Change Change

Sub-Saharall Africa 4.4 3.9 3.9 -0.5 -0.4

Comoros(1991) 5 5 5 0 0

Equatorial Guinea (1993) 5 1 3 -2 -2
Ethiopia (1992) 5 5 5 0 0

Lesotho (1991) 5 5 5 0 0

Ma1I(1992) 5 5 5 0 0

Mozambique (1990) 5 3 3 -2 ·2

Sierra Leone (1992) 5 5 4 0 -I
Zimbabwe (1992) 5 3 5 ·2 0

Burkina Faso r(I991) 4 4 4 0 0

Burkina Faso Tl(1993) 4 4 4 0 0
Zambia (1992) 4 4 4 0 0

Benin (1993) 1 3 3 0 0

Mauritania (1992) 3 1 3 0 0

Tanzania (1991) 3 2 2 -1 -(

Other RegiOD~ 21 4.0 3.4 3.5 -0.6 -0.5

Asia 4.2 3.6 3.6 -0.0 -D.6
Eastern Europe 1.5 30 3.5 -0.5 0.0

Middle East 5.0 5.0 S.O 0.0 ·0.0

Western Hemisphere 3,6 28 2.8 -0.8 -D.S

Source: IMF slldf estimates.

11 Each program's approval date is indicated in parentheses,
2JThc Asiaregion consists ofBanglad".h, Mongolia. Nepal, Philippines, lll1<! Sri Lanka. Eastern Europe consists

ofHungary and Poland Middle East consists ofEgypt and Jordan. Western Hemisphere consists ofArgentina.
Guyana. Jamaica. Panama and Peru.
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Table 4. Initial NTB Rating and Targeted Change inRestrictiveness Rating 1/

Initial Targeted Final 'fargeted Aclual
NTB NTB NTB NTB NIB

Rating Rating Rating Change Change

Sub-Salianm Afri"" 2.4 1.8 1.9 ~.6 ~.6

B\irkinaFasoI (1991) 3 3 3 0 0

Burkina F&SO1I(1993) J 2 2 -I -I

Comoros (1991) 3 2 2 -I -I

Ethiopia (1992) 3 2 2 ·1 'I
Mawitania (1992) 3 3 3 0 0

MO"".ambique (1990) J 2 2 -I -1

Janzania (1991) 3 2 2 -I ·1

Z~babwe (1992) 3 2 2 .\ ·1

Benin (1993) 2 I 2 -I 0
Lesotho (199\) 2 2 2 0 0

Mali (\992) 2 1 1 ·1 -1

Zambia (1992) 2 I I ·1 -I

Equatorial Guinea(1993) I 0 0

Sierra Leone(1992) 1 0 0

Olbe. ll.eg'onl 2J 2.2 1.8 1.8 ·0.4 ·0.4

Asia 2.0 1.4 1.4 ..0.6 ·0.6

ElI5Iern Europe 3.0 2.5 2.0 -0.5 ·1.0

MKldlcEast 3.0 2.5 25 -0.5 -0.5

Wesrem Hemisphere 1.8 1.6 1.8 .0.2 0.0

Source: lMF staffestimates.

II Each program's approval dat.o is indicated in parentheses.
2JTheAsia IcgIOft ronsis1s ofBangladesh.Mongolia. Nepal, Philippines,and Sri Lanka. EasternEurope COII5i.1.<

ofHnllgary and Poland. Middle East consist, ofEgypt and Jordan. WesternHemisphere consists of Argeatina,
Guyana, Jamaica, Panamaand Peru.

.. ~ t,
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20. By way ofcontrast, the 14 non-SSA countries covered in the review" had, on (
average, somewhat less restrictive trade regimes at the outset of their programs." Some
60 percent of these countries' trade regimes were classified as restrictive, With the remainder
.divided equally between those with moderate and with open trade regimes. However, the
average initial rating for non-SSA countries masked a wide dispersion amongst the four non
SSA regions (Asia, Eastern Europe, Middle East, and Western Hemisphere). It is difficuli to
draw anyfirm conclusions on the restrictiveness ofeach ofthese non-SSA regions, since the
sample size for each is so small, Nevertheless, on average, Asia and the Western Hemisphere
countries had less restrictive trade regimes.than SSA countries, while Eastern Europe and the
Middle East had more restrictive trade regimes.

Trade reform objectives

21. IMP-supported programs aimed for a marked movement toward open trade regimes,
represented by a significant move along the index, 18 The average targeted improvement in
restrictiveness for the SSA group ranged from zero to 4 points (Figure 2) with an average of
2.1 points on the index. Seven countries targeted an improvement of 3 or more points,
including three that targeted improvement in trade liberalization equivalent to a 4-point
movement on the index, On the other hand, three of the programs reviewed did not target a
reduction in trade restrictiveness large enough to register on the IO-point scale.

"An attempt was also made to compare trade reform during 1990-1996 in SSA countries
covered in the review with other SSA countries that did not have such programs, However,
the small sample size of the latter, and data difficulties on trade regimes in the early part of the
1990s made such a comparison problematic. Nonetheless, when the level of trade
restrictiveness at the end ofthe period was examined, the available data indicated thatSSA.
countries which had IMP-supported programs had, on average, significantly more liberaltrade
regimes than SSA countries that had not pursued IMF-supported programs, thus confirming
.the broad degree of success of most countries in achieving a marked reduction in trade
restrictiveness.

11As shown in Table Z. the initial average overall rating for non-SSA countries was 7.4 on the
index, compared with 8.4 for the SSA countries.

'"In assessing the program objective for trade liberalization, all measures targeted during the
program were taken into account, including prior actions as well as measures specified after
approval of the arrangement; for example,as part of the second-, or third-year programs,
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22. Programs for non-SSA countries targeted a somewhat smaller improvement in their
trade restrictiveness, averaging about 1.7 on the index, which may to some extent reflect the
somewhat lower initial degree of trade restrictiveness of these countries. As with the SSA
countries, the extent oftrade liberalization targeted varied widely, both by country and by
region; the Asian and Eastern European countries targeted a markedly greater reduction in
trade restrictiveness than Middle East and Western Hemisphere countries. However, it should
be noted that the lattergroup ofcountries had the most open trade regimes at the initiation of
their prog[JlJI\s, .

23. Mostof the programs in SSA countries targeted some reduction in NTBs sufficient to
lower the-classification ofrestrictiveness. Indeed, there were at least twice as many countries
that targeted a quantifiable reduction in NTBs (nine countries) as those that targeted a
reduction in tariffs (four countries). This result suggests that the sequencing oftrade reform
has generally followed the recommended practice of'first targeting NTBs, followed (or :
accompanied) bya reduction in tariff protection. Bach ofthe seven programs with countries
which had 11" i~tillI restrictive classification, and which targeted a quantifiable change in
restricti.ve!iesS;tatgilted a reduction in NTH Classification; only three of these countries also
ta.i"geted'iitii.ttreductiori: ·None Ofthe countries under reviewwhich had relatively restrictive
trade regimes tatgeted tariff reform alone. Indeed for all theSSA programs, onlyEquatorial
Guinea, which initiallyhad a moderately open trade regime, targeted a reduction in
restrictiveness by reducing tariffs alone. In a similar vein, the sequencing of trade reforms in
non-SSA regions focused more extensively on removing NTl3s. In this context, all four non
SSA. regions targeted a quantifiable reduction in NTBs, while only three of these regions
targeted a quantifiable reduction in tariff protection. .
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End-program nurturns and monitoring

24. The SSA countriescovered'bythe ~evicw achieved a high degree of success in
achieving the trade liberalization objectives included in the programs. In fact, the targeted
degree oftrade reform was met or exceeded in about 86 percent ofIMP-supported programs
in SSA (Figure 3). However, it should be noted that these results include the programs that
did not target any change in restrictiveness. This favorable implementation record.\'(iIS equally
true for targeted import tariffand NTB liberalization. Reflecting the favorable implementation
record, SSA countries made .significant progress toward open trade regimes by the time the
programs were concluded. As noted above, countries with a trade regime classified in the
8-10 range on the index are considered restrictive. The number of SSA countries in this
category declined by almost half: to 40 percent of SSA programs reviewed compared with
70 percent initially; moreover, 20 percent of countries moved to being classified as having an
open trade regime, whereas there were none initially (Figure 4). For those countries which
achieved a quantifiable reduction in restrictiveness, the extent of trade liberalization was
evenly divided between countries which improved their rating by 1-2 points, and those that
improved by 3-4 points.

25. The performance of the nOll-SSA countries in achieving the targeted objectives was
equally impressive. In fact, 90 percent of these programs achieved the targeted trade
liberalization. For the group as a whole, the overall restrictive rating fell by 1.6 points, slightly
less than the average.reduction of 1.9 points for SSA countries, reflecting the latter's
somewhat more ambitious objectives.

26. In line with program design, the actual reduction in the overall restrictiveness of trade
regimes in SSA was due primarily to reductions in NTHs. As a result, by the end of'the
program period there was only one country which still retained the most restrictive .
categorization afNTBs, compared with seven countries at the outset." With regai-d to
reduction in tariff protection, all the programs except one achieved the targeted reduction, and
in one-ease tariff' protection was reduced by more than had been anticipated in tire program. In
addition, although not directly reflected in the index, progress'\",as made in reducing maximum
tariffs and available information also indicates that there was SOID;, progress in curtailing
exemptions, hence reducing tariffdispersion. Indeed, about halftheSSA countries reviewed
managed 10 reduced their maximum tariff rate, mostly by significant amounts, .

27. ,To. an extent, the success in attaining program targets reflects appropriate use ~f
binding monitoring. namely prior.actions, performance criteria, structural bencfuilarlcs,artd
reviews. Conditionality of at least one trade liberalization measure was' used in'aU except two

l~ Burkina Paso's first program also did not include a quantifiable reduction in the NTBs,
howeverthe second program targeted a reduction of 2 points on the index. Mauritania did not
target NTB liberalization sufficient to lower the restrictiveness classification.
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of the programs, and these measures were implemented on time in virtually all cases (
(Figuie S).Ofthe mWllreulot subject to such monitoring, about halfexperienced problems
with delayed implementation.
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IV. Program Ambitiousness

General principles

28. Th.e;tlbjeetive of'medium-termstructurai a,djustment programs should be to move
towardan.open trade system characterized by the absence of quantitative restrictions and
other NTBs(except for health andsecurityreasons) a,,-llf\w, relatively.uniform tariff
protection, applied in a transparentand evenhanded manner. Indeed, movement from
restrictive to open categories, as measured by the index, means the progressive elimination of
NTBs for purposes ofcontrolling trade, and reducing tariff protection to low levels by
comparison with all IMP member countries. However, the speed with which this objective
should be accomplished is an inherently difficult issue. In principle, such movement should be
undertaken as rapidly as possible, but in practice judgements need to be made on a
case-by-case basis, taking account of the particular circumstances of the country concerned.
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case-by-case basis, taking account ofthe particularcircumstances ofthe country concerned.
ThiS Sectionsets forth some general observations and fiicwrs that maybe consideredin

"'making such judgements.

29. Clearlya major element determining the pace at whichreform shouldbe pursued
would be the country's initial conditions. Trade regimes that are more restrictiveat the outset
incur higher costs from trade distortions and henceneedstronger trade libera1ization efforts.
Economic principleswould seemto indicate that, in sequencing trade reform, one should first
target the most distortionaryaspects ofthe trade regime, name1yNTBs, in tandem with other
reforms. Such a strategy would not only reap the benefits of reduced distortions, but the
tariffication ofNTBs would at'most invariably increase revenue, as discussed below. The pace
of reform may also depend on factors such as the overall macroeconomic conditions, the need
to coordinate with other structural reforms (including, for example, price liberalization and
privatization), the extent ofreal or perceived short-term adjustment costs and the readiness of
social safety nets to address these cost, and the government'scommitment to liberalization
policies and the extent of political resistance to liberalization.

30. The experience of"good practice" countries that have achieved markedly improved
trade and economicgrowth performance through tbe adoption ofliberal outward-looking
policies is also instructive in determining the appropriate pace oftrade liberalization. The
review looked at the experience offour such countries (Chile, Colombia, New Zealand. and
Singaporej" which made steadyand sustained progressintrade.liberalization by virtually
eliminatingallNTBs and reducing or maintaining relatively low tariff rates therebymoving
from restrictive to open trade regimes (as measured by the index), over a period ofabout
7-·10 years during 1984to 1996.21 Their trade regimes have been classified accordingto the
Io-point scale, and Figure 6 illustrates how they have opened their trade regimes during this
period. Although these countries are more developed thanthe SSA countries covered by this
review, their experience, nevertheless, clearly supportsthe fact that sustained trade reform
may contribute significantly to strengthening a country's economic performance (see Box).
During the period, these economies experienced strongeconomic activity, with exports and

20 Although Chile's average tariff sets it just above the level needed for a ratingof 1 under the
Io-point classification, the uniform tariff is likely much less distortive than some other tariff
regimes with an average tariff several percentagepointsbelow Chile's.

21 Background sources for information on tariffs and nontariffbarrierswere PECC (1995),
SurveyofImpediments 10 Trade andInvestment in theAPEC Region, and various
GAITIWTO Trade PolicyReviews: GATT (1990), Trade Policy Review ofNew Zealand;
GATT (1991), Trade Policy Review ojChile; WTO (1996a), Trade Policy Review of
Colombia; WTO (1996b), Trade Policy Review ofNew Zealand; wro (1996c), Trade Policy
ReviewofSingapore.
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GDP growing by an average rate of 13 percent and 5 percent, respectively. Their experience
also confirms that far-reaching tradereform is a medium-to long-term process, thus,
underscoring the need for specific ana monitorable medium-term trade targets to be included
in the initial objectives of programs.

Figure 6. Trade Policies in Selected "Good Praetic<!"Countries, 1984-98
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Box. Trade Policies in Selected "Good Practice" Countries And
in Selected Sub-Saharan African Countries

This box provides some benchmarks for trade reform in Chile, Colombia, New Zealand,
and Singapore which are known to have open or "good practice" trade policies. Their
progress in liberalizing their trade regimes over the past decade is illustrated in Figure 6.
The box also looks at two examples of SSA countries, Ghana and Uganda, that have
progressively liberalized their trade regimes in the context ofbroad reform efforts, and
which are beginning to showfavorable results of these reforms (Figure 7).

During the 1980s, Chile virtually eliminated NTBs, and progressively reduced tariffs to a
uniform rate of II percent. The share of imports facing NTBs during 1991-93 was just
0.1 percent. When it started reforms in 1984, over 80 percent ofColombia's imports
required permits, while imports ofsome 800 products were prohibited and tariffs averaged
near 60 percent. Over the next decade, mBs were virtually eliminated and the average
tariffwas reduced to under 12 percent. In Singapore, the proportion of tariff lines covered
by NTBs was reduced to 1 percent in the late 19805 and to less than one-halfpercent in the
early 19905; tariffshave averaged less than 1 percent since 1980, Finally, in New Zealand,
tariffs averaged 16 percent in 1984, and most imports were subject to restrictive import
licensing. By 1993, NIBs applied to less than one-half percent of imports, and tariffs had
been cut to 8.5perccnt and fell further to 6,2 percent in 1996/97.

In 1985, Ghana and Uganda had highly restrictive trade regimes with high tariffs, pervasive
NTBs, and distorted exchange regimes. On the index of trade restrictiveness, Ghana and
Uganda were rated 10 and 9, respectively. However, beginning in the mid-1980s through
the early 1990s, these countries embarked on ambitious trade policy reforms, which
generally focused initiallyon removing the more distortive nontariff'barriers, As a result,
both Ghana and Uganda now have only a few nontariff import barriers remaining, and these
may also be removed over the next few years. Reflecting the marked opening of these
economies to external competition, both countries' rating on the restrictiveness index fell to
a category 5 by 1996, and it is expected that by the year 2000, these countries are
projected to reduce further their trade restrictiveness to a rating of3 or lower on the index.
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31_ Until recently, few, ifany. African countries had trade regimes as liberal as these good
practice countries. However, several African countries have undertaken ambitious trade
reforms in recent years and are approaching the levels -ofopenness in the "good
practice"countries. As noted above, Ghana and Uganda are two illustrative cases in SSA
where considerable trade reform has-already taken place, lind where more liberalization is
expected over the medium-term which wouldresult in these countries achieving levels of
openness similar to the "good practice" countries (F"Igui-e1). The beneficial effects of
structural reforms, including trade reforms, are already evident in these countries. During the
period, Ghana and Uganda experienced strong economic activity with GDP growing at an
average rate of4 and 7 percent, and exports increasing by an average of 10 and 24 percent,
respectively: _

Figure 7. Trade Policies in Two "Good Praetic,,· SSA Countries, 198&-2000 1/ I
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Assessing the programs reviewed

32. Given the above considerations, it is difficult to translate the range of the trade
liberalization objectives of the Fund-supported programs in Sub-Saharan Africa into a general
assessment of the ambitiousness ofthe targeted trade reform, However, a quantifiahlechange
in restrictiveness, involving a move of3-4 points on the index, which should be considered
tar-reaching and extensive by any standards, was targeted in halfofthe countries, and most of
these countries achieved their targets. At the other end of the scale, more than a quarter of the
programs did not target any quantifiable change in restrictiveness, and most of these were for
countries with restrictive trade regimes. As would be expected, the programs in SSA countries
with initially restrictive regimes targeted a slightly larger move on the index than countries
classified as having moderately restrictive trade regimes (fable 5). This may reflect the fact
that countries with highly restrictive trade regimes are those that have most strongly resisted
liberalization. This latter point was in contrast to the pattern for non-SSA countries, where
countries that initially had less restrictive regimes, targeted a much larger improvement in
restrictiveness than those that had restrictive regimes However, in line with the experience in
SSA, a significant percentage of the non-SSA programs did not target any quantifiable change
in trade restrictiveness, and this was equally true for countries with restrictive regimes as for
those with moderately restrictive regimes.

Table 5. Ambitiousness ofPrograms Reviewed

Initial
Classitkation

Nwnberof
Programs

Average Targeted
Ch""ge in Index

Programs thatTargeted
No Change in Overall

Restrictiveness

Sub-Sgbaran Africa
Restrict!ve I 0
l.{O<lerate 4

2.2
2.0

J (30 percent)
I (25 percent)

Other Region.
Restrictive
Moderate

8
3

1.8
3.0

2 (25 percent)
I (33 percent)

Sources: Staff estimates.

33. On balance, the findings of the review indicate that, notwithstanding the difficulties of
judging the ambitiousness of trade reform efforts, a substantial number ofprograms in SSA
countries targeted and achieved extensive trade reform. However, more liberalization of the
trade system should probably have been targeted in a significant number oflMF-supponed
programs, and particularly in those countries with initially restrictive regimes. These results
are broadly similar to those of the comparator group ofnon-SSA countries.
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V. FActoRS AFFEctING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF TRADE REFORM:

34. The review attempted to identity the prevalence ofa number of factors that might be
expected to hinder or promote trade reform. These focused primarily on balance ofpayments
and fiscal considerations. Other factors that were considered included the impact of the World
Trade Organization (WTO),and Regional Trading Arrangements (RTAs). Ofthe 13 SSA
countries under-review, 10 are wro members. The other three countries (Comoros,
Equatorial Guinea, and Ethiopia) were not engaged in accession negotiations. The
implementation ofmultilateral commitments under the WTO did not appear to have had an
impact on trade liberalization in the SSA countries. Regarding participation inRTAs, there is
some evidence that it may have promoted trade liberalization in some countries (for example,
Zambia's participation in the Cross-Border Initiative appears to have influenced its trade
policy). Equally important, however, were the authorities' commitment to trade reform.

35. As noted above, meaningful and sustainable trade reform needs to be developed as
part of a coherent package of structural and macroeconomic policy reforms. Fiscal and
balance of payments positions are central elements of the macroeconomic framework and
appropriate exchange rate policies arean integral part of IMP-supported programs. Balance of
payments concerns may influence the extent and pace of trade liberalization, particularly if
appropriate exchange rate policies are not adopted and if existing restrictions are thought to
be needed to manage the balance of payments position to preserve macroeconomic stability.
However, while balance of payments considerations are central to the policy Objectives of
Fund-supported programs, balance of payments difficulties were rarely cited explicitly as a
factor that hindered the extent of trade reform commitments or implementation. Fiscal policy
considerations and concerns however were pervasive, The remainder of this section sets out
the fiscal policy aspects 01' trade reform in general, and the extent to which these
considerations affected thc design and implementation of trade policy in the programs
reviewed.

Fiscal policy aspects of trade reform

36 Fiscal policy concerns are frequently cited as a reason for delaying trade reform, In
practice, however, the fiscal impact of'liberalizing the trade system could be positive, .
negative, or neutral, depending on the reforms introduced and the specific circumstances of
the country concerned.F Although lowering the average tariff in a system with already low or

nIt should be n~ted that.in the context ofIMF-supported programs the ratio of trade taxes to
GDP may increase during trade reform, because of'factors such as exchange rate changes,
increases' in the import to GDP ratio (including the impactor increased donor financing
associated with adoption of the medium-term program), and improvements in tax and customs

administration.
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... moderate tariffrates ~I~ other things beins·equal, geriyreduce reverwe,11 at leat in the
short term, the fjscaJ impact ofmost otJier aspects of'trade rcfurm is Iibly to bepositive or
ambiguous (Table 6). TlIriffication ofQRs and otherN'rBion imports or exportswill improve
government finances, possibly signiticandy, as will the climination oftariifexemptions
(excludini export duty drawback schemes) and trade-:-relatcd "subsidies. Simplification ofthe
tariffaystem through a n\ovc to moreunifbrin rates or a reductionin the nunibc:r ofrates may
also tend to increase fiscal revenue throughinoccased transparency and simplifieation oftax
administration. Even lowering eXport taxes may, insomecln:umstances, haw a positive
impact on r!;Venue depending on the extent and speed withwhich it expands totallradc and
reduces illegal activity such as smuggling,

Table6. Fiscal Impact ofTradeReform Elements

TndcRefnnn

Reduce moderate or low average tariff
Reduce high average tariff
Lower maximum tariff
Reduce tariffdispersion
Replace quaatitative reStrictions with tariffs

and liberalize oIher IIOl1tariffbaniers on trade
Eliminate tariffexemptions
Eliminate trade-related subsidies
Eliminate statetrlding monopolies
Eliminate export U1xes

E!lqIccted FilOallmpact

Negative
AmbiJ:Uous
Ambiguous
Ambiguous/Positive

Positive
Positive
Positive
AmbiguousIPositive
AmbiguouslNegative

Sourc:cs: InJematiooal Monetary Fund and World BQDIc docwnents.

37. The net fiscal impact oftrade reformwilldepend 'crucially upon the mixofelements in
the trade feform package, as wellas the countries' initial circuntStances. Clearly the above
argues for the earlyfocus oftrade refonn to be broad-based and to include the likely positive
revenue elements. 2• Even ifa first-round revenue loss from trade refOrm is anticipated, a
preferred policy response would be to increase revenues from other lesa distorting, broader
based taxes, such as Value.Added Taxes(VATs) applied equally to imPorts arid domcitic

'-"However. ifthe averagetariff'isveryhigh, the impapt oca reduction maybe amb\guous as
the'lriFect ofexpanded imports may out]Neigh thereduced tax rate, Noguesand .GUIaj;j (1992)
fOund that in the case ofChile, reductions iii Very'higldaritrs Were associated With inCreases in
.tariif.revenueand!bond."no evidence that hiah~ tariffproteetion Isasso~ .with higher
tarift~taxrevenues"ina Sample ofti~eLarin AmCncan cOuntries. . . .

u P~rgiou, Michaely. and Cboksi (1991>,W'orld BIn1c (1992), and1bomasand tithers
(l99Deacb examined Individual country casesfrom the 19705 and 19805 and found that trade
refOrm may well be associated with an increase in revenue 'from import taxes when elimination
or tariffication ofnontariffbaniers is an important focus of the trade reform. '
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production." Tax administration concerns also favor tariff reform in spite of the low cost of
administering trade taxes relative to the revenue; this is true both because many elements of
tariff reform simplify tax administration by reducing evasion or eliminating exemptions.

38. Nevertheless, there are some fiscal arguments for gradualism in trade reform. To the
extent trade taxes account for a significant part offiscal revenue and total revenue is low,
fisca.I considerations may be an important factor in the design and pace oftrade refonn,

. particularly Jegarding lowering average tariffs. A shift to' a broader-based tax, such lIS a VAT,
will reduce reliance on trade taxes, but generally requires careful preparation. Further, a
country may have difficulty collecting taxes because ofan overly complex tax system, lack of
effective sanctions for tax offenders, lack oftrained personnel, tax avoidance and evasion, and
generally weak administrative capacity (Faria and Yiicelik, 1995).

The impact of fiscal concerns in the review

39. The main focus in examining the role of fiscal factors was all the extent to which fiscal
considerations might have inhibited the degree of trade reform targeted and implemented. In
this context, the fiscal conditions likely to present the most difficulties would include relatively
heavy dependence on trade taxes, relatively low revenues in relation to GOP, and a weak
overall fiscal position. On this basis, the review included four indicators to lISSesS initial fiscsl
conditions: (i) the ratio of trade taxes to total taxes; (ii) the ratio of trade tax revenue 10 GOP;
(iii) the ratio of tax revenue to GOP; and (iv) the targeted change in the budget deficit to GUP
ratio.

40. The results for these indicators are summarized in Figure 8. As can be seen, a direct
relationship between the initial fiscal conditions and the ambitiousness of trade reform
targeted, including for the ratio of trade taxes to total taxes,is not evident for the programs
reviewed. The review found that there were only three cases in which the initial fiscal
conditions may have been expected to act as a constraint to trade reform. In these cases,
countries lacked a VAT and at least two ofthe three conditions of high dependency on trade
taxes-low revenue effort and large targeted reduction in the budget delicit-·were satisfied. 26

Despite these adverse initial conditions, two of these programs targeted and implemented
trade reform of at least 3 points on the lO-point scale, and the third program targeted and
implemented trade reform of2 points 0/1 the index ..The evidence available in this review,
albeit limited.jndicates no direct relationship between fiscal conditions and trade reform

:l"From a trade perspective, a VAT may be preferable to a cascading sales tax since the latter
tends to discriminate in favor of imports and against exports.

2AiFiscal conditions are considered as a possible constraint on trade reform if trade taxes were a
high proportion of total taxes (over 30 percent), tax revenue was low (less than 10 percent of
GDP), the targeted reduction in the budget deficit over the period of the arrangement was
high (over 4 percent ofGDP), or if there was no broad-based consumption tax such as a
VAT. These cutoff levels were based on a review ofGFS and WEO data for developing
countries and IMF programs.

/
(
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Figure 8. Initial Fiscal Indicators for the SSA Programs Reviewed
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objectives and that trade reform should not necessarily be ruled out because of a backdrop of ('
difficult fiscal circumstances. This conclusion is consistent with the observation made earlier
that a significantly larger proportion of SSA countries targeted a reduction in NIBs compared
to thosethat targeted a taritfreduction. Moreover, while it is beyond the scope of this paper
to assess the availability ofalternative revenue sources and other fiscal actions, the review
indicated that exemptions were noted as a problem in many ofthe cases, state trading
monopolies in a majority of the countries, and as indicated above, NTBs were prevalent
throughout.

41. Nevertheless, the problems posed by introducing trade reform should not be
minimized, particularly in cases where that reform is perceived as likely to have negative
first-round fiscal implications, Even ifalternative revenue sources or expenditure restraint
appear to be readily available, action in these areas is likely to pose its own political and
economic challenges. Moreover. the consideration offiscal alternatives will be in the context
of program design, which usually involves fiscal pressures in many areas of both revenue and
expenditures, including outlays in support of structural reforms other than trade policy, This
underlines the importance ofintroducing broad-based trade reform programs that include, at
an early stage, elements such as the tarifficaiion of QRs and other NTBs, reduced exemptions
and trade-related subsidies as well as efforts to broaden the tax base and improve tax
administration.

VI. CONCLUSroNs

42. Liberal trade policies complemented by appropriate macroeconomic and other
structural policies in IMF-supported adjustment programs have.an important impact on
ailocative efficiency and thereby on economic growth. Trade reform also contributes to
improved transparency and good governance by reducing incentives for lobbying for trade
protection and opportunities for rent-seeking, and by eliminating administrative discretion.
These factors underline the importance of trade reform as a key component of structural
adjustment efforts.

43. The paper found that some 70 percent ofcountries in SSA covered by the review
started IMP-supported programs with relatively restrictive trade regimes, as measured by the
index of restrictiveness. The majority of these programs targeted a marked reduction in trade
restrictiveness and the targets were, for the most part, achieved. However, a significant
number of programs, including for those countries starting with highly restrictive regimes, did
not target any quantifiable change in restrictiveness.

44. The initial position of the SSA countries was somewhat more restrictive at the outset
of their programs than for the comparator non-SSA countries. However, the SSA countries
targeted somewhat more extensive trade reform, as measured by the index. There were
marked differences in the four non-SSA regions. As with the SSA countries, there was a high
degree of success in achieving the targeted trade reforms,

45. The appropriate degree and pace of trade reform depends crucially 011 country-specific
circumstances. However, a number offactors may be seen as relevant in this regard in moving
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toward an open trade regime. These include, inter alia, the initial degree ofrestrictiveness of
the trade system. the country'sadministrative capacity, and the real or perceived short-term
adjustmentcosts. The experienceofthe "good practice" countries which achieved open trade
regimes within 7-10 years is also instructive, and suggests that trade reform should be viewed
as a medium- to long-tetlll process. This highlights the importance ofweIl-specified and
comprehensivemedium-term program targets for lrade refOrm. Several SSA countries have
recently made significant progress in trade liberalization in the context ofbroad structural
reform efforts and are expected to achievelevels ofopenness similar to the "good practice"
countries over the next few years. As a result of this liberalization, together with other
structural reforms and an appropriate macro-framework, these countries have already
achieved an improvement in theirgrowth, export, and investmentperformance.

46. Fiscal considerations were the main factors cited as having influenced trade reform
objectives. However, the review found no direct relationship between the strength oftrade
reform objectives and achievements and countries' initial fiscal circumstances. The initial fiscal
impact of trade reform is not necessarily adverse and will depend on country-specific
circumstances and the mixofcomponents in the trade reform package. Certain clements of
trade reform are likely to strengthen a country's fiscal position, particularly replacing QRs and
other NTBs by tariffs, and eliminating customs duty exemptions and trade-related subsidies.
This suggests that trade reform should be as broad-based as possible and include these
elements in the initial stages ofreform. Even where the first-round fiscal e1I'ects oftrade
reform are negative, alternative lessdistortionarysources of fiscal revenue should be
mobilized to the extent feasible.
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LThls appendix presents the methodological basis for the review oftmde policy in IMF
supported programs. including the selection ofIMF arrangements for review, and the 10-point
scale for classifYing the restrictiveness oftrade regimes. The approach will also be compared
with other studies on trade reform in developing countries.

A. Overview of the Basic Approach

2. The study reviews programs supported by IMF arrangements to provide a basis for
assessing the ambitiousness of trade reform in Th'lF-supported programs and the
implementation record. The trade regime of each country is examined at the outset of the
program and its overall trade restrictiveness is assessed, based on a.Io-poinr scale, with a
rating of 1 indicating an open trade regime and a rating of 1.0 indicating a highly restrictive
regime, as described below. The index combines the restrictive effects of import tariffs and
NTBs.

3. The ambitiousness of targeted trade reform can be assessed by identifying the trade
content of each program and assessing how far along the IO-point scale these measures would
have moved the trade regime if fully implemented.

4. The implementation of trade reform is assessed by evaluating the overall
restrictiveness of the regime at the end of the program period, again based on the l O-point
scale

B. Selection of IM:F Arrangements for Review

5. The review covers all IMF arrangements of two years or more in length, that were
approved since 1990 and that ended by June 30, 1996. Arrangements of less than two years
duration are excluded since these typically focus on financial stabilization and would be
expected to have less emphasis on structural policies, including trade policy reforms, The
cutoff point of mid-I 996 was selected to ensure the availability of at least one staff report that
follows the conclusion of the arrangement to permit a proper assessment of performance
under the IMF-supported program, On this basis, 30 arrangements supporting 28 programs
for 27 countries were reviewed. ofwhich 16 arrangements supporting 14 programs for
13 SSA countries are inchided. These comprised arrangements under the Extended Fund
Facility (EFF), Structural Adjustment Facility (SAF), and Enhanced Structural Adjustment
Facility (ESAF), rT as well as two Rights Accumulation Programs (RAPs), and four Stand-by
Arrangements.

2'The ESAF arrangements with Burundi and Rwanda, both ofwhich began in 1991, are

excluded.
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C. Overview (If the Ten-Point Classification Scheme

6. The overall restrictiveness of trade regimes is assessed based on a IO-PQint scale, that
combines measures of the trade restrictiveness ofimport tariff's and NTBs. Five ranges are
specified for import tariffs, with the lowest range (0-10 percent) being the least restrictive and
the highest range (25 percent and over) being the most restrictive. Three categories have been
specified for NTBs, ranging from open to restrictive. These categories are based on the
number of sectors covered by NTDs (whether NTBs are confined to a few sectors of the
economy), QO the production (whether they cover entire stages of production) on trade
coverage of these barriers, and on their restrictiveness.

7. The five classifications of import tariffs and three classifications ofNTBs yield a
IS-cell matrix. Within the matrix the cells were converted to a to-point scale by assigning a
relative ranking, from 1 to 10, representing the overall restrictiveness of the trade regime. The
most open import tariff and NTB regimes were assigned the number 1, and the most
restrictive tariff and NTB regimes were assigned the number 10

fl. OVERALL TRADE RF.STRICTlvENESS CLASSIFICATION SCHEME

8. The following matrix (Table 7) illustrates the assignment of tariff and NTB categories
on the lO-point scale. This assignment places more weight on restrictiveness ofN'I'Bs, which
are inherently less transparent and more distortionary than tariffs.

Table 7. Classification Scheme for Overall Trade Restrictiveness

NontarilJ Barriers

Open Moderate Restrictive

Tariffs

Open 4 7

Relativelyopen 2 5 8

Moderate 3 6 9

Relatively restrictive 4 7 10

Restrictive 5 8 10

Sources: IMF sWI:

9. The restrictiveness of the import tariff regime depends on many factors, including the
minimum and maximum tariff rates, the number of bands, the allocation of individual items to
the bands, existence of "exceptional" rates that lie outside the basic tariff structure, any other
duties and charges (such as differential rates of excise or VAT taxes on imports, import
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surcharges, and statistical fees), and the extent ofcustomsduty exemptions. The amount of (
information available on the ta.ri1I'regime varies considerably among the countries. In many
cases, there was enough information to compute an average tariffrate but insufficient
information to assess the degree of tariff dispersion or the prevalence ofdiscretionary customs
duty exemptions (as opposed to statutory zero customs duty rates). In view of'these
limitations, the study.adopted a pragmatic approach and utilized the average import tariff rate
as a basis for classifying the tariff regime. 21

10. The five-category ranking ofaverage importtariffs is shown below, The five
classifications are based on the average tariff rates of all IMP member countries.

Table 8. Classification Scheme for TariffRestrictiveness

Restrictiveness

Open

Relatively open

Moderate

Relatively restrictive

Restrictive

Sources: IMI'slill.

Average TariffRange(t)

o ~ t < 10 percent

10 < t< 15 percent

I5 < l < 20 percent

20 < l < 25 percent

2S percentOr over

I L Broadly equal numbersofIMF members fell into each ofthese ranges based on the
latest available information on average import tariff rates. Alternative ranges were considered
in connection with the results of the review, but did not haveally significant impact on the
aggregate classificationsof restrictiveness. .

12. Countries employ a wide variety of restrictions on imports and exports other than
tariffs, including import/export quotas, restrictive licensing, bans, state trading/monopolies,
restrictive foreign exchange allocation, and multiple exchange rates. Such measures in effect
provide indirect subsidies to import-competing domestic producers in a nontransparent
manner. Information on the presenceofNTBs and their restrictiveness (as measured for

2. The preferred approach was to use, where possible, an unweighted average based on
statutory tariff rates and including any other duties and charges applicable to imports. An
average ofstatutory tariff rates is preferable to an average based on customs duties collected
since the latter reflect (often extensive) exemptions. Anunweighted average is preferableto a
trade-weighted average since itemswith high tariffs would likely have small trade weights.
Other duties and charges should be included because these have the same restrictive effects as
tariffs.
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instance by ad valorem equivalents)" may be limited;'" the review ofprevious studies on trade
refonn in developing countries below shows that others have faced similar difficulties. In view
ofthis, the following three ranges ofNfBs'" have been utilized in this study:

Table 9. Classification Scheme for NTH Restrictiveness

NTBReb~me

Open

Moderate

Restrictive

Sources: lMF staff.

Classification Criteria

NIBs arc either absent or minor.

Less til",I I percent of production or trade is subject to NTBs.

NTBs ere significant, covering at least one important sector of the
economy (e.g .• agriculture or textiles) but nor pervasive (e.g.-1I1
consumer goods).

Between ~l percent and 25 percent of producu en Or trade is subject to

NTBs.

Many sectors or entire ~gcs of production (e.g.. ali COn:JW"Iler goods)
are covered by NIBs.

More than 25 percent of production 0.- trade is subject to NIBs.

13. While more trade variables (such as tariff dispersion or customs duty exemptions)
could in principle be included in the overall index of trade restrictiveness, by adding
dimensions to the IS-cell matrix, data difficulties and added complexity strongly support the
approach of omitting these factors from the overall index. In principle, it would also be

"The ad valorem equivalent of an import quota is the rate of ad valorem tariff that would
yield the same import quantity as the quota. There are many circumstances in which import
quotas and import tariffs arc nOI equivalent, including where market structures are imperfectly
competitive or where trading partners may retaliate against increases in tariffs or quotas; see
Bhagwati and Srinivasan (1983) for further discussion and references. Notwithstanding these
well-known theoretical difficulties, price-equivalents ofNTBs arc often computed by
comparing domestic with world market prices. Quantification of the price-equivalent of an
export restriction is often accomplished in a similar manner.

"'Trade Of production coverage ofNTBs measures the presence of N'I'Bs but do not fully
capture their restrictiveness.

l'NTBs include quantitative restrictions, state trade monopolies, restrictive foreign exchange
practices that affect the trade regime (e.g., a surrender requirement at a nonrnarket exchange
rate), quality controls and customs procedures that act as trade restrictions
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preferable to assess the effects oftrade restrictions on prices and resource allocation, but this (
is vet)' difficult and time-consuming liven for industrial countries; it is infeasible for the
program countries analyzed in this review.
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